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As an aside, optically measured surface slope spectra are converted to elevation spectra and these suggest the possible variability of capillary wave height spectra as well as a "cut-off" wavelength due to viscous effects.
Footnote to ABSTRACT Director, Systems Evaluation Division
Measurements of sea surface underwater sound reverberation, which depends upon sea surface elevation spectra, may, of course, be used to deduce those spectra. This paper summarizes the wave spectra aspects of such an analysis 1 and compares this with currently extant spectral representations.
To review briefly, the Neumann-Pierson spectrum*>3 f or long, energy-containing gravity waves is given by 
where dtu/dk comes from Eq. 3, the spectra of Neumann-Pierson (Eq. 1), of Phillips (Eq. 2) and the present contribution (Eq. 6) are shown in 
